
Steadicam operation has seen little gender diversity since its inception. To
encourage more women into this role, The ACO and WBTC (Women Behind
The Camera) embarked on organizing a series of practical workshops.
 
To get the ball rolling, we decided to offer a one day ‘taster session’ for
women to help them in their decision to join this exciting field. So on 5
October 2019 the first steadicam taster workshop, jointly organized by The
ACO and WBTC, was held at Shift 4 in North London. (The idea was not only
to give women camera technicians an insight into the art and physical
realities of Steadicam operating but also to relate the subject to the best
practises of good camera operating in general.) Everyone who was involved
gave their time and equipment for free to help the cause.

 The ACO + Women Behind The Camera
Present.........

Peter Robertson and Ilana Garrard organised the day. Sham Wittiker from the ACO gave support and Rafael Filomeno from
Shift 4 kindly gave us use of their space and equipment.  Fabrizio Sciarra also joined the team as a tutor for the day,
alongside Peter and Ilana. Each tutor was joined by an assistant, Ross Dixon, Micaela Assad and James Thomas. We invited
12 women from varied backgrounds in the industry from operators to trainees, all of whom had applied to attend the
workshop and had been selected for their enthusiasm for the art of steadicam operating.
 
 
 

Peter, Ilana and Fabrizio taught the basics but also kept the day fun: participants got to do
lots of exercises where they got to do shots we had set up for them. They flew the rig to do a
variety of shots including walk and talks and more complex hand over shots. Fabrizio spent a
few hours pulling everyone around on his rickshaw, which gave all the attendees an idea of
what operating is like without the weight, and also because it’s so much fun. At the end of the
day we held a Q and A session and tried to give our attendees an idea of what it is like
working as a steadicam operator, as well as how to get started. For this, we were joined by
fellow operators Max Rijavec, Svetlana Miko and Nathan Wong.  All the women gave really
positive feedback and several said that it was particularly the non-judgemental and relaxed
environment that made them feel they were really able to learn something.

It was really encouraging to see so many women keen to get in the rig and seriously consider steadicam operating as a
career choice. One attendee said that the idea of doing so was very daunting for her as a woman but that the day helped
give her confidence to book in a full course and go for it. Illana says " The day made me feel really positive that we can reach
a point where gender diverstity is something we no longer need to talk about, that a gender split crew is the norm in the
camera department." Written by Peter & Illana 

Viola Wysznska takes instruction

Fabrizio shows Megan Earl, the concept of using the rickshaw


